
Lata Ji Competition
To celebrate 75 years of independence of India (Aazadi ka amrut mahotsav)

DHWANI , the Indian Music Society of Vivekananda College had organised ' Lata ji Special Songs Competition
on 16th October 2021 at 3.30 pm on Virtual Mode.
Lata mangeshkar is the undisputed melody queen of India and a singer with moonlight in her throat.
The event was a tribute to her flair and creativity.

Society convenor , Dr. Deepa Varshney  welcomed the judges as well as the participants.
Society co-convenor, Dr. Dilip Jaiswal motivated all the participants whose presence makes each and every
event enchanting and delightful.
There were 25 participants from different colleges who participated  in the competition and they all were very
talented .

The esteemed judges of this event were Mr  Mujeeb Hilal  and Mr Faraz Ali Khan ji . They  belong to Reputed
Delhi Gharana. Mujeeb Hilal Khan ji is a renowned tabla player and a great musician and also is a high grade
artist in all India radio from 25 years. Faraz Ali khan ji is an eminent classical vocalist and a great piano player
who has been invited in many concerts and programs in India. They gave their valuable insights on the
essence of music and motivated all participants.

Khushi Sinha stood First and won the cash prize of  400 /- INR.
Manvi Tyagi stood Second and got 250/- INR as cash prize.
Sanjeevani Ambastha got Third position and got 150/- INR as cash prize .

This event was very much interesting and everyone enjoyed it a lot . Students learnt many singing techniques
from judges and Dr. Deepa Varshney . At the end of the program, Society Convenor Dr. Deepa Varshney gave
Vote of thanks to all the participants ,judges and students who worked hard to make this program a great
success.... ..














